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Hyperpolarization-activated Cyclic Nucleotide-modulated (HCN) channels are similar in structure and
function to voltage-gated potassium channels. Sequence similarity and functional analyses suggest that the
HCN pore is potassium channel-like, consisting of a selectivity filter and an activation gate at the outer and
inner ends, respectively. In GYG-containing potassium channels, the selectivity filter sequence is ‘T/S-V/I/
L/T-GYG’, forming a row of four binding sites through which potassium ions flow. In HCNs, the equivalent
residues are ‘C-I-GYG’, but whether they also form four cation binding sites is not known. Here, we focus on
the anomalous filter residue of HCNs, the cysteine located at the inner side of the selectivity filter. In
potassium channels, this position is occupied by threonine or serine and forms the fourth and most internal
ion binding site of the selectivity filter. We find that this cysteine in HCNs does not contribute to permeation
or form a fourth binding site.

H
yperpolarization-activated Cyclic Nucleotide-modulated (HCNs) channels underlie the hyperpolariza-
tion-activated or funny current (Ih, If), a critical regulator of membrane potential and spontaneous activity
in cardiac myocytes and neurons1,2. HCNs possess a significant permeability to sodium, although pot-

assium permeates to a much greater extent3. Sodium permeation is critical because it contributes to the depol-
arization of membrane potential following a strong hyperpolarizing stimulus. In addition to shifting the current
reversal potential to less negative positive voltages, raising the concentration of extracellular potassium within a
physiological or pathophysiological range of concentrations increases the conductance of HCNs3–6.

HCN channels are similar in structure and function to potassium-selective channels7,8. Like potassium chan-
nels, HCN channels pass predominantly potassium, are blocked by mM levels of cesium ions9–12 and their
conductance is increased by extracellular potassium4,9,13–18. However, HCN channels are only minimally inhibited
by barium, 4-aminopyridine or TEA3,13,19,20, which are strong blockers of potassium channels12. Because larger
organic cations permeate20,21, the minimum diameter of the HCN pore may also be wider than that of potassium
channels12,22. Finally, the single channel conductance of HCN channels is very small, less than 2 pS when
measured in very high concentrations of potassium23,24; values of 5–50 pS have been determined for potassium
channels measured at physiological potassium concentrations12. Structural determinants underlying differences
between HCN and K-selective channels remain unknown.

A structure of a HCN channel pore has not yet been solved but the evidence supports a strong similarity to
potassium channels. Like potassium channels, the primary sequence of HCNs predicts a pore consisting of the
selectivity filter at the outer end and the voltage controlled gate at the inner side; the latter has been supported by
functionally analyzing the accessibility of the pore to metals or drugs applied when the channels are open or
closed25–28. In GYG-containing potassium channels, the selectivity filter sequence is T/S-V/I/L/T-GYG,29,30 which
form a row of four cation binding sites through which potassium ions move22,31,32. In HCNs, the equivalent
residues are C-IGYG, but whether these also form four binding sites is not known.

Homology modeling and functional studies have proposed that the GYG residues and the innermost cysteine
residues of the HCN selectivity filter face the intracellular medium25,28. Four cysteines are thought to form a ring
around the internal opening of the selectivity filter, with their respective alpha carbons lying within ,9 Å and
,6.5 Å, and their sulfur residues lying between ,7 Å and ,10 Å, for opposite and adjacent residues, respectively.
Functional support for this closeness among the inner cysteines comes from experiments showing that the
application of cadmium from the cytoplasmic side irreversibly reduced the conductance of mouse HCN2 and
sea urchin HCN channels in a way that implicates coordinated binding of this metal within the permeation path
by four appropriately-spaced cysteine residues. Further support for such a close arrangement comes from
reduction of SpIH conductance by intracellular application of the oxidizing agent copper phenanthroline,
presumably because disulphide bonds are formed among the cysteines that block the permeation path.
Reduction of conductance by either cadmium or copper phenanthroline did not occur in a mutant SpIH channel
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that, instead, contained an inner ring of serines; thus, in experiments
using the wild type SpIH, the naturally occurring cysteines and the
permeation path were likely targeted by those agents.

Even though the cysteine residues forming the inner ring may be
close to each other, it remains an open question as to whether they
impinge upon the permeation path itself to interact with permeating
cations and form a fourth binding site. Knowledge of the number
binding sites in HCN is important because this is has been shown to
influence selectivity and gating of GYG-containing channels33–35.
Using the HCN2 isoform, we have used mutagenesis and electro-
physiological methods to examine how near this inner ring of
cysteines is to the permeation path. We find that the inner ring of
cysteines has little impact on permeation or conduction, in support
of a selectivity filter with only three cation binding sites.

Results
The cysteine 400 sulfhydryl side chain does not impact selectivity.
To examine the role of cysteine 400 in selectivity, we characterized
three substitutions of this residue in the mouse HCN2 channel.
Serine and threonine were chosen, which are found naturally at
this site in known potassium-selective channels (Fig. 1A). Each
adds a hydroxyl group to a putative inner binding site of HCN2,
although threonine has a larger volume (116 Å3) as compared to
serine (89 Å3) by virtue of an additional CH3 group of its side
chain. Alanine , with the approximate volume of serine, was also
chosen as it effectively removes a charged side group yet does not
likely alter the main-chain conformation or impose strong
electrostatic or steric effects37. The volume of cysteine, the residue
that is naturally present, is estimated to be 108.5 Å3.

The HCN2 channel is permeable to both sodium and potassium
ions7. For HCN2 channels expressed in Chinese hamster ovary
(CHO) cells, this can be appreciated from the point at which current
reverses direction in instantaneous If - V plots, determined using
solutions that contain physiological levels of sodium and potassium.
To generate these plots, a pre-pulse to 2150 mV was given to max-
imally activate the channels followed by test pulses to a series of less
negative test voltages (Fig. 1B). The voltage protocol included a prior
set of hyperpolarizing pulses to each test voltage from a holding
potential of 235 mV, to quantify the voltage-independent current
existing at each test voltage prior to channel activation. The subtrac-
tion of voltage-independent current from instantaneous current
measured after hyperpolarizing pre-pulse yields a measurement of
instantaneous If, which is plotted against test voltage (Fig. 1C).
Reversal potentials for the HCN2 channels used here were deter-
mined using solutions with physiological levels of sodium and pot-
assium; this places the theoretical values of ENa and EK far apart to
better reveal any differences between the mutant channels and the
wild type channel.

As expected for HCN29,13, this plot crosses the x-axis, or reverses,
at , 224 mV under these conditions, in between the expected
reversal potentials for K1 and Na1 calculated from the Nernst
equation using physiological cation concentrations.

Transfection of HCN2 channels with alanine, serine and threonine
substitutions produced robust HCN currents that were by and large
the same as those produced with wild type HCN2. One notable dif-
ference was for the T400 channel, in which the rates of channel
opening and closing were modified. Further experiments showed that
the activation curve for the threonine substituted HCN2 channel was
shifted to more positive potentials, by about 10 mV, and the rates of
channel opening and closing were shifted and faster overall (Supple-
mental Fig. 1). Serine and alanine substitutions of C400 did not
significantly impact reversal potential (Ef), but the bulkier threonine
significantly shifted Ef to less negative values by ,12 mV (Fig. 1C, D).

Threonine at position 400 inhibits potassium conduction. The
reduction in permeation and conduction of potassium relative to

sodium by threonine at position 400 in the selectivity filter
suggests that the bulkier side group of this residue, in contrast to
the side groups of cysteine and serine, impinges upon the permeation
path to modify cation flow. However, it is not clear if the threonine
specifically inhibits potassium movement or increases sodium
movement through the pore, or if both effects occur. To examine
this, we measured and compared currents between wild type HCN2
and T400, using solutions that contained either potassium or sodium
(at 135 mM, for both intracellular and extracellular solutions). To
measure the current density upon full activation, we applied one
2 second hyperpolarizing pulse to 2150 mV to CHO cells ex-
pressing either the wild type HCN2 or T400 channel (Fig. 2A). In
potassium-only solutions, the current density was significantly larger
for the wild type channel by ,2 fold compared to T400 (Fig. 2B).

We also examined conductance with intracellular and extracellu-
lar solutions containing only sodium because a threonine-induced
increase in the permeation of this cation might have contributed to
the greater PNa/PK value. We were surprised to find that both the wild
type HCN2 and T400 channels displayed robust hyperpolarization-
activated current (Fig 2A). Previous studies of cloned and native
HCNs have uniformly suggested that current disappears in the
absence of potassium7,38, suggesting that sodium is unable to per-
meate on its own. Current density in sodium-only solutions calcu-
lated for the HCN2 and T400 channels were not significantly
different and considerably smaller than densities determined using
potassium-only solutions (Fig. 2B). Together, the data suggest that
the threonine side chain preferentially inhibits potassium movement.
The reduction of potassium conduction, without a large change in
sodium conduction, is consistent with the increase in calculated PNa/
PK found above for the T400 mutant.

Elevation of conductance by extracellular sodium and potassium
become close to equivalent in the T400 HCN2 channel. Previously,
extracellular sodium was found to have no effect on the conductance
of in vivo HCN2. More recently, using the HCN2 isoform expressed
in HEK cells, extracellular sodium did enhance conduction but its
effect was much smaller than that for extracellular potassium9; this
suggests that enhancement may be linked to the relative abilities of
sodium and potassium to permeate. However, the molecular mecha-
nism underlying the effect of extracellular cations on conductance,
and the difference between the effect of extracellular potassium and
sodium, remain unknown. Because the relative permeation of so-
dium versus potassium was higher in the T400 HCN2 channel, we
were able to examine this issue.

We first examined if the T400 channel conductance would
increase to the same extent as the wild type HCN2 channel by raising
the concentration of extracellular potassium in the absence of
sodium. Raising extracellular potassium from a low (5.4 mM) to a
high concentration (135 mM) increased current density by ,9 fold
for both the wild type and T400 channels (Fig. 3). Thus, the degree of
enhancement of conductance by extracellular potassium is main-
tained in the T400 mutant channel, despite an overall reduction in
potassium conduction.

Because the conduction of sodium was already very small with a
high concentration of extracellular sodium, we adopted a different
approach to examine the effect of this cation on conductance. We
examined the instantaneous I-V curve using reversed concentrations
of potassium and sodium, without altering their combined total con-
centration. As we found previously for wild type HCN24,18, reversing
the high concentration of sodium and low concentration of pot-
assium for each not only shifted the reversal potential, but also
increased the slope of this relation (Fig. 4A). Because the total con-
centration of permeating cations was unchanged, the data can be
explained by an enhancement of conductance by extracellular pot-
assium. For T400, the same protocol and solutions produced a much
smaller change in slope conductance. The difference in current due
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to the change in solutions each test potential (Fig. 4B) clearly illus-
trates a much smaller increase in conductance produced by exchan-
ging extracellular sodium and potassium concentrations. Thus, the
effects of potassium and sodium on conductance are more similar in
the mutant channel.

Block of the T400 channel by extracellular cesium supports a
change in the permeation path. Together, the above evidence and
the known primary structure of HCNs25,28 suggest that wild type
HCN2 consists of three binding sites within the selectivity filter
and that substitution of cysteine with threonine at position 400

Figure 1 | Mutation of the innermost binding site from cysteine to threonine, but not to serine or alanine, alters reversal potential. (A) An alignment of

the five amino acids forming the four cation binding sites of the selectivity filter of K1 channels with those residues of the proposed selectivity filter of the

four mammalian HCN channels. The conserved cysteines in HCN channels are highlighted in black. Note the conservation of the glycine-tyrosine-glycine

‘GYG’ motif and isoleucine among the HCN and K1 channels, and the conservation of the threonine in all of the K1 channels except the SK channel. The

amino acid sequences were aligned using ClustalW 1.8. (B) Current traces from two representative cells expressing HCN2 (upper) and T400 (lower) in

response to an instantaneous If-V voltage protocol in a physiologic solution containing low potassium (5.4 mM) and high sodium (135 mM) in the

extracellular solution and high potassium (130 mM) and low sodium (10 mM) in the intracellular solution. If is the slowly increasing component of

current elicited in response to test voltage pulses, immediately following leakage current. The closed arrow highlights the leakage current at a test voltage

of 260 mV. The dashed line represents zero current. The open arrow highlights the instantaneous If at a test voltage of 260 mV, which follows a pre-pulse

to 2150 mV. Instantaneous If at each test voltage was calculated as the total instantaneous current at each test voltage, following a prepulse to 2150 mV,

subtracted from the leakage current at that test voltage. The inset represents the voltage protocol used: a holding potential of 235 mV, a series of initial

test pulses from 2150 mV to 30 mV, in 10 mV increments, a subsequent pulse to 5 mV, back to the holding potential of 235 mV, followed by another

set of test pulses from 2150 mV to 30 mV, another subsequent pulse to 5 mV, and back to the holding potential. The initial set of test pulses were used to

estimate the leakage current at each test voltage. (C) Plots of instantaneous If versus test voltage determined from the protocols in ‘B’. Only the values for

wild type HCN2 and T400 are shown in the plot. The solid lines represent linear fits through the mean values. (D) Bar graph comparing reversal potential

between the wildtype HCN2 and the three HCN2 selectivity filter mutants. Reversal potentials were determined from instantaneous If-V plots of

individual cells and averaged. The measured reversal potentials were –24.6 6 1.8 mV for HCN2 (n512 cells, squares) and –12.7 6 1.1 mV for T400

(n512 cells, circles), and were significantly different (t-test, p,0.05, shown by asterisk in the figure). Permeability ratios (PNa/PK) for the wild type and

T400 channels were determined using the GHK equation (Equation 1) and were 0.35 6 0.02 (n512 cells) and 0.58 6 0.02 (n 5 12 cells), respectively, and

were also significantly different (t-test; p,0.05). The same procedures were carried out using S400 and A400 mutant channels, which yielded reversal

potentials of–20.0 6 0.5 mV (n58 cells) and –20.1 6 0.6 mV (n56 cells), respectively; these values were not significantly different from wild type (t-test,

p.0.05). Values above the bars are the number of cells measured for each group.
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alters the selectivity filter and permeation path. To further examine
whether the permeation path is changed by threonine substitution,
the inhibition of wild type and T400 channel conductance by
extracellular cesium was examined. Cesium, which is larger than

either sodium or potassium when dehydrated, is thought to bind
within the ion conduction pathway of HCNs and obstruct cation
flow, which becomes progressively greater at negative voltages6,9,18.
Because we expected the bulkier side chains of threonine to either

Figure 2 | The T400 mutation reduces potassium conduction. (A) HCN2 (black) and T400 (gray) current traces elicited at – 150 mV for 2 s, from a

holding potential of 235 mV measured in symmetrical (135 mM) potassium-only (top) or sodium-only (bottom) solutions. (B) Bar graph comparing

current densities (pA/pF) of the HCN2 (black bar) and T400 (white bar) channels measured in potassium-only or sodium-only solutions. The numbers in

parentheses represent the number of cells and the asterisk denotes a significant difference between HCN2 and T400 (t-test, p,0.05).

Figure 3 | The T400 mutation has no effect on the degree of current enhancement by extracellular potassium. (A) Bar graph comparing wild type and

T400 steady-state current density, in low (5.4 mM) and high (135 mM) concentrations of extracellular potassium, measured in the same cells in response

to test pulses at 2150 mV, elicited from a holding potential of 235 mV. The intracellular solution contained 130 mM K1 and 10 mM NMG. Asterisks

denote significant difference between current density in low versus high extracellular potassium solutions (t-test, p,0.05). (B) Bar graph comparing the

relative increase in current density of wild type and T400 when raising extracellular potassium from a low (5.4 mM K1/135 mM NMG) to high (135 mM

K1/5.4 mM NMG) concentrations, from ‘‘A’’. There was no significant difference between in the fold-increase between wild type and mutant channels

(t-test, p.0.05). For both ‘‘A’’ and ‘‘B’’, the numbers in parentheses represent the number of cells measured.
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Figure 4 | The T400 mutation limits the increase in conductance produced by swapping extracellular sodium and potassium for each other. (A) Plots

of instantaneous If versus test voltages generated by protocols described in Figure 1B at the indicated concentrations of potassium and sodium. The

respective average Ef and PNa/PK values were –25.5 6 2.6 mV and 0.23 6 0.02 (low extracellular K1), and 10.0 6 1.0 mV and 1.01 6 0.04 (high

extracellular K1) in the same cells expressing HCN2 (n 5 6 cells). The average Ef and PNa/PK values were –13.3 6 1.9 mV and 0.39 6 0.02 (low

extracellular K1), and 9.6 6 2.2 mV and 1.05 6 0.09 (high extracellular K1) in the cells expressing T400 (n 5 6 cells). In the low K1 solution, the values

for reversal potential were significantly different between cells expressing HCN2 and T400 (p 5 0.0015) as were the PNa/PK values (p 5 7.4 3 1024). In the

high K1 solution, no significant difference in Ef (p 5 0.81) and PNa/PK values (p 5 0.69) was seen between cells expressing HCN2 and T400. Within the

same cell expressing either the mutant or wild type channel, the Ef values were significantly different (p 5 9.9 3 1026, p 5 1.9 3 1027, respectively)

between low and high extracellular potassium. PNa/PK values were also significantly different within cells expressing the mutant or wildtype channel (p 5

6.5 3 1025, p 5 4.0 3 1028, respectively) between low and high extracellular potassium. Each cell was exposed to both low and high potassium solutions to

remove variability in conductance that might have been due to differences in functional channel number and Ef between cells. (B) Plots of the difference in

instantaneous If versus voltage produced in low and high K1 solutions (determined from ‘‘A’’). The line represents an average linear regression through

the mean values of the difference in If density recorded from the same cells in these two extracellular solutions. The slopes and correlation coefficients,

determined by fitting of each cell individually, were averaged and the respective values were 1.55 6 0.39 nS and 0.99 6 0.001 for cells expressing HCN2,

and 0.15 6 0.04 nS and 0.86 6 0.04 for cells expressing T400. Both the slopes (p 5 0.006) and the correlation coefficients (p 5 0.01) were significantly

different between HCN2 and T400.
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form an additional site on the cytoplasmic aspect of the selectivity
filter, or perturb the permeation path in some other way, we
suspected that entry of Cs1 and block conduction would be altered.

The effects of a wide range of Cs1 concentrations on If were
determined from CHO cells expressing either HCN2 or T400 chan-
nels. An example of one concentration of Cs1 utilized, 0.03 mM, on
the instantaneous If-V curve is shown in Figure 5A. In the wild type
channel, this concentration blocked a portion of the current only at
the most negative potentials tested. In contrast, in the T400 channel,
0.03 mM Cs1 blocked a greater portion of the current and block
appeared at less negative potentials.

To quantify the inhibition, the ratio of blocked and unblocked If

was calculated for each test voltage, plotted against Cs1 concentra-
tion and fit with the Hill equation (Equation 2). In Fig. 5B, the plot
for data collected at 260 mV shows that the mutant channel is
blocked to a greater extent than the wild type channel over the same
range of Cs1 concentrations. To examine the voltage dependence of
block of If by cesium, values for IC50 were determined from the Hill
equation, plotted against test voltage. The difference in these values
between wild type HCN2 and T400 is striking; the former dem-
onstrate notable dependence on voltage whereas the latter exhibit
only a very subtle and scaled down dependence on voltage (Fig. 5C).
These data support perturbation of the permeation path by substi-
tuted threonine residue and suggest that block by Cs1 in this mutant

channel is strong but occurs with only minimal influence from the
voltage field.

Discussion
To gain an understanding of the structure and function of the HCN
selectivity filter, we examined a cysteine residue, found in place of
serine or threonine that contributes to the innermost of four binding
sites in potassium channels. Using the HCN2 isoform expressed in
CHO cells, we show that replacement of this cysteine residue with
alanine, or with serine, has no effect on reversal potential. Thus, the
data suggest that the naturally-occurring sulfhydryl side chain of
cysteine does not make contact with permeating ions or impact the
environment near the cytoplasmic entrance to the filter. Threonine
substitution also reduces potassium conductance, enhances blockade
by Cs1 and reduces the voltage-dependence of block by Cs1.
Together, the data suggest that threonine at position 400 either adds
a fourth binding site to the HCN2 selectivity filter or it disrupts three
existing binding sites; in either case, and together with other data,
they support close proximity between the naturally-occurring
cysteine at this position and the permeation path, without a signifi-
cant interaction of the sulfhydryl groups on the permeation process
itself.

Our results offer insight into the increase in HCN whole-cell
conductance induced by raising extracellular potassium. HCN

Figure 5 | Compared to its effect on the wild type HCN2 channel extracellular Cs1 blocks the T400 channel with greater sensitivity and lesser
dependence on voltage. (A) Plots of instantaneous If versus voltage in cells expressing HCN2 or T400, determined using the voltage protocol and analysis

described in Fig. 1, before and during perfusion with 0.03 mM Cs1 with 135 mM K1 and 5.4 mM Na1 in the extracellular solution and 130 mM K1 and

10 mM Na1 in the intracellular solution (HCN2, filled squares, HCN2 1 Cs1, filled circles, n 5 5 cells; T400 open squares, T400 1 Cs1, open circles, n 5

6 cells). This type of experiment was carried out for a range of Cs1 concentrations and test voltages, from which the ratio of blocked current was

determined and plotted against Cs1 concentration (example for 260 mV shown in ‘‘B’’, below). (B) Plot of the ratio of blocked current at 260 mV,

obtained from instantaneous If-V curves as shown in ‘‘A’’, versus Cs1 concentration, for HCN2 (filled squares) and T400 (open circles). The values for

the ratio of blocked current represent means 6 s.e.m. Solid lines represent fits of the data with the Hill equation (Equation 2), which gave values for IC50

and Hill factor (n); this analysis was carried out for a range of test voltages from which IC50 values were obtained and plotted against voltage (‘‘C’’, below).

(C) Plot of IC50 values, obtained from Hill plots as determined in ‘‘B’’, versus test voltage for HCN2 (filled squares) and T400 (open circles) channels. The

IC50 values represent means 6 s.e.m.
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conductance is steeply sensitive within a range of potassium concen-
trations found in vivo4–6,39–41, and so this effect likely contributes to
naturally occurring changes in cellular electrical activity. Most pre-
vious studies of in vivo HCN have shown that extracellular sodium
has little effect on conductance2. However, one study using the
HCN2 isoform expressed in HEK cells showed that extracellular
sodium did enhance conduction but its effect was much smaller than
that for extracellular potassium9. Here, raising extracellular pot-
assium from a low to a high level in the absence of sodium signifi-
cantly enhanced conductance at 2150 mV by ,93 in both the wild
type and T400 mutant channel; this implies that the degree of
enhancement of conductance produced by extracellular potassium
is not regulated by the inner selectivity filter and is independent of
ion turnover in the pore per se. Furthermore, conductance of T400
was only minimally altered when high levels of extracellular sodium
were replaced with potassium, implying that conductance remained
almost equally elevated in both conditions. Together, the data sug-
gest that the smaller enhancement of conductance by sodium com-
pared to potassium found previously in wild type HCN29 is mainly
due to a downstream difference in ion turnover in the pore rather
than to a difference in degree of enhancement between these two
cations.

We were surprised to find robust expression of If in CHO cells
containing wild type HCN2 channels with only sodium in the intra-
cellular and extracellular solutions. In contrast to this finding in our
study, many previous studies have suggested that potassium on the
same side of the membrane is required in order for sodium to per-
meate HCN channels e.g.2,3,9,13. For both wild type and T400 chan-
nels, the current density in sodium-only solutions was ,25 pA/pF
(at 2150 mV), much smaller than the potassium-only currents that
were ,450 pA/pF. Because of low density at a very negative mem-
brane potential, sodium-only currents may have gone undetected in
previous studies.

Substitution of cysteine 400 in HCN2 with threonine recapitulates
a potassium channel selectivity filter, but it did not confer high
selectivity for potassium. This is not surprising since, in potassium
channels, mutation of this threonine to several other amino acids
does not render them less selective for potassium12,42. Moreover,
inwardly rectifying channels with an intact selectivity filter, but with
a pore helix mutation that faces the internal cavity, lack potassium
selectivity; further addition of charged residues in the cavity restore
potassium selectivity43–45. Finally, studies of non-selective NaK chan-
nel have shown that the TVGYG sequence forms four inline binding
sites that are pre-requisite for high potassium selectivity but that
other factors and interactions are also necessary33,35,46.

A hint of what the HCN pore might look like is offered by a
crystallographic study of the KcsA potassium channel from Strep-
tomyces lividans showing that substitution of the threonine with
cysteine at the inner site of the selectivity filter (the reverse of what
we did here) results in the removal of the hydroxyl group and
replacement of the c-carbon of the threonine side-chain with the
sulfur side group such that it faces away from the permeating path;
this opens up the vestibule and dramatically reduces potassium bind-
ing at this site34. The KcsA structure was otherwise unaltered by the
cysteine substitution, with the backbone carbonyl groups that form
the first three sites of the selectivity filter remaining at 3–4 Å apart. It
remains to be seen whether direct observation of the HCN selectivity
filter, for example by X-ray crystallography, will support a similar
three site selectivity filter and the cysteine residues lying close
together, but with the sulfur side chains facing away from the per-
meation path.

Methods
Site-directed mutagenesis. Three selectivity filter mutant channels, HCN2 C400T-
IGYG (T400), HCN2 C400S-IGYG (S400) and HCN2 C400A-IGYG (A400), were
constructed by overlapping PCR mutagenesis from a mouse HCN2 template as
previously described4. The amplified mutagenized products were subsequently

digested with NheI and BlpI and ligated within the complementary wild type HCN2
vector. The mutations were confirmed by restriction enzyme analysis and automated
sequencing (carried out at The Centre for Molecular Medicine and Therapeutics,
DNA Sequencing Core Facility, BC Children’s and Women’s Hospital, University of
British Columbia, Vancouver Canada).

Tissue culture and expression of HCN2 constructs. Chinese Hamster Ovary (CHO)
cells (ATCC, Manassas, VA) were maintained in Hams F-12 media supplemented
with antibiotics and 10% FBS (Gibco, Burlington, Ontario), and incubated at 37uC
with 5% CO2. Cells were plated onto glass coverslips. Two days after splitting,
mammalian expression vectors encoding wild type or mutant HCN2 channels (2 mg
per 35 mm dish), and a green fluorescent protein (GFP) reporter plasmid (0.6 mg per
dish) were transiently co-transfected into the cells using the FuGene6 transfection
reagent (Roche Biochemical, Indianapolis, IN).

Whole-cell patch clamp electrophysiology. CHO Cells expressing GFP were chosen
for whole-cell patch clamp recordings 24–48 hours post transfection. The pipette
solution contained varying concentrations of K aspartate, NaCl or N-methyl D-
glucamine (NMG) (see figure legends for each experimental condition) with each
solution containing, 0.5 mM MgCl2, 1 mM EGTA, 5 mM HEPES, pH adjusted to 7.4
with KOH or NaOH depending upon the experimental condition. The extracellular
solution contained varying concentrations of NaCl, KCl, and NMG (see figure
legends for each experimental condition) with each solution containing, 1.8 mM
CaCl2, 0.5 mM MgCl2, 5 mM HEPES, pH adjusted to 7.4 with KOH or NaOH
depending upon experimental condition. Whole-cell currents were recorded using an
Axopatch 200B amplifier and Clampex software (Axon Instruments, Union City, CA)
at room temperature (20–22uC). Patch clamp pipettes were pulled from borosilicate
glass and fire polished before use (pipette R5 2.5–4.5 MV).

Data analysis. Data were filtered at 2 kHz and were analyzed using Clampfit (Axon
Instruments, Union City, CA), Origin (Microcal, Northhampton, MA) and Excel
(Microsoft, Seattle, WA) software. Instantaneous If-V relations were generated as
described in our previous studies of HCN channels e.g.18,36 which were used determine
the reversal potential for HCN-mediated If (Ef). Briefly, a two part protocol was
utilized. First, 500 ms test pulses ranging from 130 mV to 2150 mV, from a holding
potential of 235 mV, were used to determine the amplitude of leakage currents at
each test voltage. Second, a 500 ms pre-pulse to 2150 mV from a holding potential of
235 mV, to open the channels, was followed by test potentials ranging from
130 mV to 2150 mV to determine total instantaneous currents at each test voltage.
The pre-pulse length was kept to 500 ms to minimize ionic fluxes that could occur
over the course of the experiment in a single cell. The leakage current, was subtracted
from the total instantaneous current at each test voltage to yield values of
instantaneous If, which were plotted against test voltage to determine Ef which is the
point that crosses the x-axis. Ef values were used to determine permeability ratios for
Na1 and K1 (PNa/PK) using the following Goldman Hodgkin Katz equation as
described previously for HCN channels9,

Ef ~ RT=Fð Þln Koz PNa=PKð ÞNao½ �= Kiz PNa=PKð ÞNai½ �ð Þ ð1Þ

In order to examine block of If block by extracellular Cs1 in CHO cells expressing
HCN2 or T400, we used the Hill equation were used. Cs1 dose-response curves
(Fig. 3C) were measured using various concentrations of extracellular Cs1 and
voltages and fitted with the Hill equation,

ICsz=I~1=1z Csz½ �=IC50ð Þn ð2Þ

where the IC50 is the concentration at which half of the channels are blocked and ‘‘n’’
is the cooperativity factor between Cs1 and the blocking site. Both the wild type and
mutant channels had n values near 1. The IC50 values were then plotted against test
voltage.

All the experiments and procedures were approved by the Office of Research
Services, University of British Columbia.
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